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Abstract
Grasberg is an ‘ultra-deep’ open pit copper-gold mine located in the highland of
Jayawijaya mountain range of Papua province, Indonesia. Throughout its long history,
Grasberg had critical geotechnical challenges that pose a threat to their operational
and mining infrastructures. Landslide is one of the geotechnical hazards that has
extreme potential damage that need to be further addressed. In general, one of the
routines for approaching landslide behavior is through numerical analysis which is
called a runout analysis.
There are three main tasks to run this analysis:
1. Modeling back-analysis on the past landslide events at Grasberg to define behavioral parameters
that meet its actual components namely maximum distance reached, thickness, and deposits
distribution of debris flows.
2. Prediction of upcoming model of landslide events that incorporating mm precision topographical
survey and detailed geological structure identification via laser scanning as a reasonable landslide’s
thickness limit.
3. Development of risk management based on predictive landslide model and working criteria as a
guidance for mine operation
The combination of runout analysis and slope movement criteria which was provided by radar
monitoring will give clear guidance and required action plans from mining operation team to
address potential landslide issues in the mine to provide safe-productive mine operation.
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INTRODUCTION
Grasberg is an ‘ultra-deep’ open pit copper-gold mine located in the highland of Jayawijaya mountain
range of Papua province, Indonesia. The pit is operated by PTFI, as one of the largest open pit mines
in the world; approximately 3.5 km in diameter located 4,285m above sea level. The deposit extends
approximately 1.8 km in depth and is associated with volcanic rocks and quartz monzodiorite
intrusion that form the Grasberg Igneous Complex (Widijanto et al., 2018). Figure 1 showing an
overview of the entire PTFI property and the Grasberg mine.
Throughout its long history, Grasberg had critical geotechnical challenges that pose a threat to their
operational and mining infrastructures. Recent geotechnical challenge is related to large instability
situated on the south wall of the Grasberg pit. This challenge appears to be associated with a density
of seismicity index on the east portion of the wall that have plagued the domain wall for the last 12
months. Minor failure has experienced on the 3355/L. Several large boulders and debris observed
rested and piled up on the 3265/L. With remaining work that needs to be performed at the Grasberg
open pit, potential risks needed to be evaluated as part of risk mitigation plan for site.
In this paper, it will be discussed a combination of runout analysis and slope movement criteria to
provide clear guidance and required action plans from mining operation team to address potential
landslide issues in the mine.
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Figure 1 An overview of the PT Freeport Indonesia (left); Grasberg Pit bird-eye view (right)
GEOLOGY OF STUDY AREA
The Grasberg open pit mine is located within the Papuan fold belt on the northern margin of the IndoAustralian plate. Late Miocene arc collision resulted in regional northeast-southwest compression
and formation of thrust and fold structures in the Papuan fold belt. There are two fundamentally
different protoliths within the GIC: the Dalam Volcanic Breccia Group (DBG) and the Quartz
Monzodiorite Group (QMG). The DBG includes the Dalam Andesite and the Dalam Fragmental
units. The QMG includes the Early Kali, Late Kali, Main Grasberg Intrusive, and the Dalam Diorite
units. The hydrothermal alteration types are roughly concentrically zoned within the diatreme, and
alteration types commonly overlap and create several type materials, included: Poker Chip, Dalam
Fine, and Hard Zone (Silaen et al, 2011). Figure 2 is showing geological distribution rock within the
study area.

Figure 2 Geological Distribution Rock
METHODOLOGY
A run-out analysis performed using DAN-3D Dynamic Analysis of Landslides Motions in Three
Dimensions a Windows-based program that implements the numerical model developed by Hungr
and McDougall (Hungr, 2010). A back-analysis of this debris flow was performed to compute
material behavior and material properties. Later, the obtained parameters used in a forward analysis
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to determine potential runout distances. The following sections contain sequential stages of the
DAN analysis:
Back Analysis
Failure boundary used in this analysis is referring to the intersection area of topography is based on
January 06, 20 and July 27, 2020 of I-site scan data. Figure 3 shows a plan view of the South Wall
topography along with the sections analyzed. The section A represents the back-analysis section. In
this study, the intersection area covers 16.404,90 sq. m with estimated tonnage at 127.5 cu.m piled
up almost the entire segment of switchback road at the 3145/L. The volumes and runout destination
were used to calibrate the model.
Inside intersection area, the material type is governed by SE Corner domain which composed by
GTRCK 6. With this case, the material parameter used on the analysis can be seen on Table 1, below.
Table 1 Material Properties for Back Analysis
Material Properties
Region
SE Corner

Unit Weight
(kN/m3)
22.60

Friction Angle
(°)
20

Internal Friction
Angle (°)
25

A frictional rheology, using a previous dynamic friction angle and an internal friction angle in
adjacent location, would provide the best match to existing observations and conditions.

Figure 3 Plan View of the Grasberg South Wall with Analysis Sections
Forward Analysis
The final model parameters and material properties obtained from the back analysis were applied to
the sections shown also on Figure 3. The section B represents the forward-analysis section. This
section would likely follow the same path as its positioning situated originating near the source of
the previous debris flows. This section also has been identified as an area of concern based on ground
radar that installed across the South Wall. The potential for rockslides on the South wall is estimated
highest during or shortly after seismicity event. The failure topography is simulated in a circular
failure shapes, which dictates how the actual topography will be adjusted to comply with this
assumption. The maximum failure depth will be placed approximately a third of its region height.
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DATA
To fully comprehend landslide behavior, first, we need to get several data requirements that are
needed to approach a realistic way to model the actual event and later to predict the upcoming one.
Topographical Survey
Topographical survey for latest Grasberg mine is obtained on point-cloud basis using Maptek I-Site
8820v scanner in high resolution mode. Later the point-cloud is being processed using Maptek Point
Studio 8.1. This routine could generate mm precision of surface topopgraphical that will be used as
basic requirement both for back-analysis and forward-analysis of landslide behavior.
Geological Structure
In forward analysis, detailed geological structure data used to define the failure boundary of the
upcoming expected failure. Structure data for flow analysis that uses to determine the failure
boundary is the major structure data. This data concern relatively large-scale structural
discontinuities that will be verdicted its movement from installed ground monitoring instrument at
Grasberg. PTFI currently utilized point-cloud scanner method to capture the major-structure of the
Grasberg pit. This technology comes in handy as several walls for the analysis is not accessible due
to movement concern. For study case area the predominant control structures are related to NE, NS,
and NW. Figure 4 is illustrated the major structure for the study case area.

Figure 4 Plan View of the Grasberg South Wall with Analysis Sections
Strength Properties
In initial stage of run-out analysis strength properties namely material properties, and friction angle
are important parameters to provide the best match to existing observations and conditions. PTFI
categorize its material into unique classification system based on the shear strength material. This
unique classification system is called Geotechnical Rock (GTRCK) is a specific combination of
power regression of shear strength for each code of geotechnical rock type. The following sections
present brief descriptions of classification.
A. Geotechnical Rock Type 6
GTRCK 6 is the strongest of the igneous GTRCKs within the pit. It is comprised of all igneous rocks
within the pit, with an RQD (Rock Quality Designation) greater than 50 percent and no clay
alteration.
B. Geotechnical Rock Types 5 and 7
GTRCKs 5 and 7 are modeled based on extensive zones of clay alterations have been identified
where the joints are coated with sericite or some other type of clay. The criteria for GTRCKs 5 and
7 are as follows:
GTRCK 5: RQD greater than 50 percent and is within the 5 to 20 percent sericite alteration limit
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GTRCK 7: RQD greater than 50 percent and is within the 20 to 40 percent sericite alteration limit
For this case study, GTRCK6 is a main domain where the actual failure is experienced. Material
deterioritaion of the domain is also took into consideration in the analysis. Material Properties in
each Geotechnical Rock from this work are presented on Table 2.
Table 2 Material Properties in each Geotechnical Rock
Material Properties
GTRCK
Unit Weight
Cohesion
Friction Angle
(kN/m3)
(kN/m2)
(°)
GTRCK02
22.00
266.27
30.65
GTRCK04
22.00
302.37
31.60
GTRCK05
26.25
1755.90
34.10
GTRCK06
22.60
1767.30
38.23
Monitoring Instrument
Monitoring instrument is used in mines in order to anticipate possible acceleration or failure of a
moving slope mass (Hungr, 2007). Grasberg mine during its operational stage is monitored by several
cutting-edge technology of monitoring instruments to mitigate its safety, productivity and
provitability. The most advanced instrument is the ground movement radar. There are two types of
ground-radar that used at Grasberg Mine, Real Aperture Radar (RAR) and Syntetic Aperture Radar
(SAR). They provide real time monitoring with high precision data. SAR is the remaining radar
system that still being deployed within Grasberg. This radar is powerful in providing 360-degree
coverage of Grasberg’s mine sight.
Improved monitoring system in mine design and planning will facilitate earlier recognition of any
geotechnical hazards. This input would be a strong consideration for any mitigation plans. Figure 5
is showing the evolution of wall movement within South Wall which will be used as basis for forward
analysis.

Figure 5 Displacement Map of Grasberg South Wall

The evolution of South Wall is easily generated in form of displacement map as shown in
above picture. Earlier in June 2020, no such deformation that being recorded by SAR radar
or noted in the field based on field inspection. Jumping forward in late July 2020, several
failure events are experienced in lower part of South Wall situated in 3295/L. These events
later are used for flow back-analysis related to its flow. The actual components of the flow
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namely maximum distance reached, thickness, and deposits distribution of debris flows is
used as control in refining the flow model.
Forward analysis is simulated after all the model flow components mimic the actual flow
components. After all of them are being attained, forward analysis will be focused on the
upcoming event of landslide that has a higher probability to occur.
RESULT
RunOut3D Back-analysis for South Wall

The RunOut3D for back-analysis had calculated that the thickness of failure up to 12m is
related to 110kT of failure material. The result of this simulation showing minor differences
for deposits distribution and debris flows boundary with its actual conditions. A frictional
rheology for the flow model, using a dynamic friction angle of 34 degrees and an internal
friction angle of 35 degrees, provided the best match to existing observations and conditions.
In the scenario, the debris flow impacted switchback of A10’s road as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 RunOut3D back-analysis results (left); actual failure deposit (right)
RunOut3D Forward-analysis for South Wall

The RunOut3D for forward-analysis is simulated under two different conditionals related to
the strength material. First conditional where the strength material is attained from backanalysis. Second conditional where the strength material is generated from rate of material
deterioration within area of concern. Figure 7 is showing both result of the flow analysis.
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Figure 7 RunOut3D first condition (left); RunOut3D second condition (right)
Working Criteria

Working criteria as a form of communication to socialize geotechnical concern toward client
becoming preffered options to maintain mine operated safely. Each potential hazard can be
controlled and later evaluated by working criteria to facilitate flexibility of mine operations.
The comprehensive working criteria commonly is composed by monitoring deformation
alarm for radar or other kind of monitoring instruments, rainfall threshold, engineering
controls and hazard map. In previous section, the result of run-out boundary is incorporated
into the hazard map. By knowing the working criteria, client could easily determine safe
working limit, communication line and protocol that needed to be followed if in such case
geotechnical hazard is happening in working project area. Figure 8 is showing hazard map
that included the working criteria as TARP for Grasberg and Underground Interaction.

Figure 8 Working Criteria Grasberg and Underground Interaction within the Hazard Map
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CONCLUSION

Run-out simulation can be utilized to model past slide events to define its parameter and
characteristics, predict upcoming model and its impact of landslide events, also to develop
risk management based on predictive landslides model.
Risk management to counter operational difficulties that arise from any geotechnical hazards
in any mine sights should be addressed in a prudent way. It is a necessity to have a
comprehensive mitigation plan in place to ensure all working force could tackle any
upcoming numorous hazards in a safe fashion way.
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